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To provide information about planning 
for security in transportation 

infrastructure projects. 

Purpose 
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 Understand when to include security 
in the planning process 
 

 Learn about resources that are 
available to assist you 
 

 Learn how you can expand the 
planning community 

 
 

Objectives 
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 Security specialists plan for security 
 

 There is no money for security 
 

 No one ever talks about security 
during planning meetings 
 

 Nothing can be done 
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Myths 



 Terrorist organizations have identified 
transportation infrastructure as 
targets 
 

 Transportation infrastructure  
 supports national economic well-being 
 provides freedom of movement  
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Background 



 Highway infrastructure ties our nation 
together 
 

 Bridges and tunnels are the most 
likely terrorist highway targets 
 

 Tools are available to assist with 
choosing countermeasures 
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Background 



 Security planning requires working 
with non-traditional partners… 
 security 
 law enforcement 
 fire/EMS 
 emergency management  

 …Throughout the process to 
 address their requirements 
 save time and money 
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Who Plans for Security? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This final slide gets to the myth about security specialists conducting security planning.Security planning is a team effort—involving work with non-traditional partners early and throughout the planning and processThese partners are the ones that specify requirements for use in planning and designing.Would you plan for and design a bridge between two communities without including sidewalks?Would it be more expensive to add a requirement for sidewalks after construction has started or is completed?The same goes with security—the requirements that these non-traditional partners bring and that Steve Ernst will discuss in a few minutes—will be less costly to design in than add on.



 Considering Security and Emergency 
Management in the Planning of 
Transportation Projects 
 Developed by FHWA Pooled Fund Study 
 Find at 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/prof
capacitybldg/documents.cfm 
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Documents Available 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm


 Costing Asset Protection: An All Hazards 
Guide for Transportation Agencies 
(CAPTA) 
 NCHRP 20-59 panel project 
 Find at  
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/
profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm 
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Documents Available 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm


 CAPTool Users Guide    
 FHWA Infrastructure Security Professional Capacity 

Building project  

 Find at            
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/pr
ofcapacitybldg/documents.cfm 
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Documents Available 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/documents.cfm


 IS-860.a, National Infrastructure 
Protection Plan (NIPP) 
 DHS developed on-line course 

 Find at            
http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/courseOverview.asp
x?code=is-860.a 
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Training Available 

http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/courseOverview.aspx?code=is-860.a
http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/IS/courseOverview.aspx?code=is-860.a


 Risk Management for Terrorist Threats 
to Bridges and Tunnels Workshop 
 Conducted by FHWA upon request  
 Self paced version might be available from State 

training officers 

 Find at            
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/prof
capacitybldg/training.cfm 
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Training Available 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/training.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/training.cfm


 Blast Design & Analysis for Bridge 
Structures Workshop 
 Conducted by FHWA upon request  

 Find at            
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/prof
capacitybldg/training.cfm 
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Training Available 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/training.cfm
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/security/emergencymgmt/profcapacitybldg/training.cfm


Funding security for security is 
authorized by MAP-21 
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No Money? 



MAP - 21 ON SECURITY 

Transportation Systems Management: 
Integrated strategies to optimize the performance of existing 
infrastructure through the implementation of multimodal 
and intermodal, cross-jurisdictional systems, services, and 
projects designed to preserve capacity and improve security, 
safety, and reliability of the transportation system. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will quickly show areas in MAP-21 where security is prominent.Integrated strategies that include security are part of the MAP-21 definition for Transportation Systems Management.MAP-21:(A) IN GENERAL.—The term ‘transportation systemsmanagement and operations’ means integrated strategiesto optimize the performance of existing infrastructurethrough the implementation of multimodal and intermodal,cross-jurisdictional systems, services, and projects designedto preserve capacity and improve security, safety, and reliabilityof the transportation system.



MAP - 21 ON SECURITY 

Section 119. National Highway Performance 
Program 
 
ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: 
(B) Construction, replacement (including … security 
countermeasures, and protection against extreme events) 
of bridges on the National Highway System. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAP-21:As part of the performance management approach in MAP-21, money is available for security projects construction.119. National highway performance program‘‘(d) ELIGIBLE PROJECTS ‘‘(B) Construction, replacement (including …security countermeasures, andprotection against extreme events) of bridges on theNational Highway System.



MAP - 21 ON SECURITY 

Section 1108. Surface Transportation 
Program 
 
ELIGIBLE PROJECTS: 
(2) Replacement … (including … security 
countermeasures, and protection against 
extreme events) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Money is available through the STP programMAP-21:SEC. 1108. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM.(a)	ELIGIBLE PROJECTS(b)	‘‘(2) Replacement … (including …security countermeasures, and protection againstextreme events)



MAP - 21 ON SECURITY 

Section 134. Metropolitan 
Transportation Planning 
 
. . . increase the security of the transportation system 
for motorized and non-motorized users 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAP-21 intends the planning process to consider security of the transportation system.Map 21:‘‘§ 134. Metropolitan transportation planning‘‘(C) increase the security of the transportation systemfor motorized and nonmotorized users;Previous language from SAFETY-LU:Scope of Planning Process.-- ``(1) In general.--Each State shall carry out a statewide transportation planning process that provides for consideration and implementation of projects, strategies, and services that will-- ``(A) support the economic vitality of the United States, the States, nonmetropolitan areas, and metropolitan areas, especially by enabling global competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency; ``(B) increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and nonmotorized users; ``(C) increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and nonmotorized users; 



What do we Know? 

 Keep people away from critical 
components 

 
 Plan for access control 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that money is available, but what do we do.  We have actually learned a lot since nine eleven about what we can do, and do economically to protect important bridges and tunnels.



Plan For Access Control 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an enclosed space, blast pressures cannot dissipate like they do in an open air explosion.  This is the result of a relatively small military weapon that is timed to explode on the inside of this box girder.  Lock doors, hatches and otherwise eliminate easy access.  Make life easy for responders.



Access Control and Standoff 

5' 

2.5' 

Center of mass: 
Few pounds 

Contact, elevated,  
un-tamped: 

Few hundred pounds 

6' 

Standoff of 6': 
Several thousand pounds 

Required C-4 Charge Size 
for Breaching of Concrete 

Source: FM5-250 and ConWep 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a depiction of a 5 ft. diameter column and the amount of explosives required to breach (fail) the column for three locations.	1.  Allowing full access and time to drill into the center of the column	2.  Allowing access to just place the explosives next to the column	3.  Enforcing 6 ft. of standoff from the vehicle to the column face.Poll before last click (I don’t think we should poll on each of these).  We will need to pause after the 6 ft dimension is displayed to conduct the poll.If you provide 6 feet of standoff from the explosive to the face of this column, how much C-4 is required to breach this column?300 lb1200 lb2000 lbThe answer is closest to C.Slide control: Hit enter to show the placement location of explosives inside the column.  Ask participants for required amount to breach column.  Hit enter to show amount.  Repeat process for contact detonation, then standoff detonation.  Discuss the importance of location.Actual values are approx. 7.5 lb, 250 lb, and 2000 lb



What do we Know? 

 Keep people away from critical 
components 

 
 Plan for standoff 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I used the last slide to show why you should not allow access and time on target, but it also demonstrates why you need to provide standoff to critical components, if possible.  Blast pressures degrade very quickly with distance (a cubic function), so every extra foot is important.
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Plan for Standoff 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Defend with a standoff distance built in.  This is a before and after picture of a very economical way to enforce standoff.  This was a retrofit, but in many cases there we do not have the luxury of space to build standoff structures, so it is important to plan this early in the process (perhaps the real estate acquisition phase of a project). The photo shows a major international crossing that once had critical piers protected from roadway access by a wooden barrier. In order to prevent vehicular access to the pier, the mitigation action was to create a natural-looking berm that provides a large standoff distance from the edge of the roadway.  To the traveling public this does not appear as an obvious security solution, but it greatly reduces the vulnerability factor in our risk equation because it makes these piers tolerant to most truck bombs.  



Plan for Standoff 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Defend with a standoff distance built in.  This is a before and after picture of a very economical way to enforce standoff.  This was a retrofit, but in many cases there we do not have the luxury of space to build standoff structures, so it is important to plan this early in the process (perhaps the real estate acquisition phase of a project). The photo shows a major international crossing that once had critical piers protected from roadway access by a wooden barrier. In order to prevent vehicular access to the pier, the mitigation action was to create a natural-looking berm that provides a large standoff distance from the edge of the roadway.  To the traveling public this does not appear as an obvious security solution, but it greatly reduces the vulnerability factor in our risk equation because it makes these piers tolerant to most truck bombs.  



 Ensure sensors provide more than a 
historical record  
 
 Link surveillance devices and sensors 

directly to the response force 
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What do we Know? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It does no good to detect an incident, if you don’t have an adequate response.



Detect and Respond 

• Detection systems 
tied to good response 
– CCTV 
– Intelligent video 
– Intrusion alarms 
– Concept of operations for 

response 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is good technology available to detect incidents.  This is a CITILOG  analytic system for cameras.  This video shows incident detection using intelligent video or video with analytics.Click on plunger or open video separately.  Video file: CITILOG . . . . .aviThe person in the car stops, gets out, places an explosive on the tunnel wall and drives off – well not really.  He just closed his truck lid and drove off.Still, this shows the power of video analytics to detect and notify the operator that something has gone wrong.  The camera analytics notifies the operation center that the car has stopped, and now the operator can review the video and take appropriate action.Analytics can be used for many purposes: improved operation, emergency closures, fire and police response and others.



 Redundancy equals resilience 
 
 Eliminate single points of failure 
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What do we Know? 



Eliminate Single Points of Failure 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Some bridge elements, like the one shown here, are critical to structure stability.  Loss of this hanger will cause catastrophic collapse of this bridges.On other bridge types there are critical components whose loss will cause progressive collapse – total loss of the structure.  Terrorist threats pose difficult problems for designers, but if the requirements to resist such threats are included early in planning, designers can utilize redundant and resistant systems.  This approach is always less expensive than adding resistance or redundancy late in design.Background Information: The loss of one hanger will cause instability that will drop the center section of the truss and retrofitting solutions for these situations are extremely expensive and only moderately effective.  We need to plan critical facilities to be less vulnerable.The circled area shows hangers that suspend the center truss on this bridge.  There are four hangers that hold the span, but loss of one hanger will cause instability that will drop the center section of the truss.  Also, loss of the hanger on one end will cause rotation that could cause the structure to progressively collapse.  These hangers are vulnerable to both hand-emplaced threats and vehicle bombs.



 Structural hardening may be the most effective 
option 
 
 Harden critical components when adequate standoff is not 

reasonable 
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What do we Know? 



Structural Hardening 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a typical condition on many bridges.  Trucks can get very close to critical components.



32Office of Bridge 
Technology 

5 June 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an explosive experiment.  Reaction structure on the right; the orange structure next to the explosion is a model of a steel bridge tower.This is very early after detonation – just a few miliseconds.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The video will happen quickly, and the test specimen will be obscured by the blast fireball, so note the location of the reaction structure and the flying plate.  The fireball engulf the reaction structure.  Close-in blast is very violent.Click on plunger to activate video or open separately.  Video file: 250lbcam.avi



Benefit from Standoff and Design 

Little Standoff/Hardening Designed Protection 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The photo on the left is the result of the explosion in the video – little standoff and no added protection.On the right is the result of the same explosive force on a protected structure (added steel and internal redundancy).



Examples of Planning Meetings  

 FHWA has led or participated in 
planning workshops in several states, 
including: 
 California 
 New York 
 Iowa 
 Kentucky 
 District of Columbia 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workshops to plan security into projects ranged from the relatively simple project to the very complex.  FHWA has led or participated in planning workshops in several states, including:CaliforniaNew YorkIowaKentuckyDistrict of Columbia



Example Security Planning Process 
Port of Long Beach 

 An initial workshop, led by FHWA in 
2007 
 Component-level risk assessment 
 FHWA report 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The owner of this facility wanted to be sure that security was part of the design for this major bridge projects.  The state DOT invited FHWA to lead a component-level risk assessment for the proposed design.  This was done at the site with participation from the many entities needed to assure all aspects of security are considered: Owner and OperatorState DOTFirst responders including fire fighters, police, coast guardDesign teamProject team FHWA produced a report based on a quantitative process and the output of this workshop



Example Security Planning Process 
Port of Long Beach 

 Private consultant analysis and report 
 
 Design-build process used reports to 

establish security criteria 
 
 Final design workshop in 2013 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The design team that participated as the owners representative did further analysis and incorporated recommendations from the FHWA report into a new, more secure design.  This resulted in a consultant report that described the new security strategies and evaluated their effectiveness.This project was converted to a design-build contract, and the results of the two reports became the basis for the security design requirements.  Using reports to help define requirements has the advantage to enable protection of sensitive information, and because security issues had been evaluated and decided early in the process, they could be very specific (such as design X component to resist a certain size truck bomb).A final design workshop was held six years after the initial planning meeting to evaluate and refine the design-build proposal, using the same risk management process started in 2007.



Planning Meetings  

 
There is not just one way to plan for security. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll end with these few thoughts:There are many ways plan for security, but in all cases, the earlier security is considered, the better.For relatively simple projects, one workshop done in just a few days might be adequate.For complex projects, and for very important bridges and tunnels, several meetings and workshops might be more appropriate.  



Summary 

 Documents, methodologies, training are 
available to assist you  
 

 Funding for security is authorized 
 

 Countermeasures are available 
 

 Expand you planning teams; include non-
traditional partners throughout the process 
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